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Rights Bill Progresses,
Civic League Reacts
by Julia
Update: The public hearing before the
Judiciary Committee will be held Thursday,
May 23 at I :30 in room 11 3 of the State Office Building.
The seemingly endless effort to pass an
amendment to the Maine Human Rights Act
will be moving to center stage in the next
two weeks. The bill, which will extend civil
rights protection to people regardless of sexual orientation in the areas of employment ,
housi ng, public accommodations, and
credit , has been printed and given an LD
number (1249), the first step in its journey
to the floor of the legislature.
LD 1249 will be heard by the Judiciary
Committee, but as of Our Paper press time ,
no definite date had been set for the hearing. There will be ten day's notice when the
hearing date is set before the actual hearing
is held. Stay in touch with your local gay
activists to determine the exact time.
Pol itical or.ganizing around the bill has
continued steadily throughout the early
sprin·g. During the two most recent meetings
of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) on March 16 and April 13 in
Bangpr and Augusta respectively, an "extremely sophisticated" system of"targeting
legislators who are now undecided on LD
1249 was put into effect. People were
assigned to contact friends, acquaintances
and relatives who are constituents· of
undecided state senators and representatives
to urge them to support the bill.
During the April 13 meeting at UMA's
Jewett Hall , the focus was narrowed to the

Flanagan
undecided members cif the Judiciary Co~mittee which will ·make a recommendation
on the bill. (Last year, the bill received an
"ought to pass" out of that committee.) The
following Judiciary Committee members are
crucial to the fate of the gay rights bill :
Judiciary Committee Chairpersons Senator
Michael Carpenter (D-Aroostook) and
Representative Edward J . Kane (D-South
Portland) . Other undecided committee
members are Senator Charlotte Sewall (RLincoln ,) Carol Allen (D-Washington),
Charies Priest (D-Brunswick) and Catherine
Lebowitz (R-Bangor) . Already cons idered
to be in the "yes" column are Jean
Chalmers (D-Knox) and Gary Cooper (DWindham). MLGPA organizers stress that
even those who have indicated support for
LD 1249 will need positive reinforcement,
as they will be under heavy pressure from
the right-wing pseudo-Christians of the
Maine Christian Civic League.
These same bible-thumping activists,
swimming steadily upstream against a rismg tide of change that they \\Ion 't be able
to stop, have started a major campaign to
defeat LD 1249. In a March 22 letter to the
,a e
·an Civic Leagu
~
Director Jasper "Jack" Wyman wrote to
"concerned Christians" describing the
perceived threat from Maine homosexuals
and seeking financ·
upport to fight the
Tolerance Day lawsuit
·
·tte<l
MLGPA President Dale McCormick, wit
the backing of the Maine Civil Liberties
Union, a ainst the Madision School Boord
ntznued on paf!e 7

Dr. Owen Piekos, Dr. August Valenti, Dr. Kathy Gensheimer at AIDS forum.

State Health Officials
Talk With Gays

by Fred
How many cases of AIDS are there in
Maine? How many cases of ARC (AIDS
Related Complex) are there? Why isn't this
information more widely publicized? These
ffi'ea few of the questions addressed in the
second meeting between Bureau of Health
· officials, doctors, gay people and others held
at the Publi.c Safety Building in Portland on
·
1 d by Dr. Kathy
Apru 10. Th~
Gensheimer, epidemiologt
Bureau
of Health , had two purposes: to inform pe ple about "alternativesitesM' forHTLV-III .
.s
·
·
concerns of
the people present.
Dr. Gensheimer announced that four sites
have 6een chosen where people can go to
rec · e the test which screens blood for the
by Fred Berger
sence of antibody to the HTL V-III virus,
Elections for th ree seats on the Portland
a virus which has been found in most AIDS
City Council will tak;e place Tuesday, May
patients . Gensheimer emphasized that the
7. The yearly t>vent has attracted even less
test does not predict the development of
attention than usual. (see commentary page
AIDS, but only indicates a previous ex2) Each year three of the nine City Council
posure to the HTLV-III virus. She reiterat<::_d
seats are open. (One term lasts three years.)
that she does not recommend that gay men
This year Councilors Pam Plumb, representake the test. Gensheimer was asked whether
ting the western half of the Portland peninsetting up the alternative sites would have
sula , and Joseph Casale, representing the
the effect of encouraging people to take the
eastern half of the peninsula , have no optest. She agreed that there was an apparent
position in their _bids for reelection.
contradiction between setting up the sites
Therefore the· only race is the one for the
and urging people not to take the test, but
at-large (city-wide voting) seat being vacated
s he explained that the purpose of
by Mayor David Brenerman. The three canestablishing the test sites was to discourage
didates are Esther Clenott, Walter Kozineski
people who want the test from donating
and Robert Danny Lee. Because the race _is
blood to the Red Cross Banlcs where all
non-partisan , candidates are not identified
blood is routinely screened for the presence
by political party .
of the HTL V-III antibody . Because the test
Our Paper asked the three candidates what
Esther Clenott
is not totally accurate, donors with ''false
their position would be on a city ordinance
the ordinance. I would consult_ with city
negative' ' results could endanger the Red
td protect gay men and lesbians from
leaders from these areas to assess their curCross blood supply, she said.
discrimination in credit, housing, public acrent situation, the implementation of such
Gensheimer explained that men who come
ordinances, and how these leaders e':_aluate
commodation, and employment. Esther
to the alternative sites for screening will be
Clenott , a Latin teacher at Deering High
the effectiveness of the ordinance.
discouraged from taking the test by a nurse
School and President of the Portland
I understand that the three-member Housor counselor. They wilf be asked to read
Teachers Association , was the only caning Committee of our City Council decided
flyers about the limitations of the test and
didate to respond. Her full response follows: · that discrimination in housing should be
the possible consequences of receiv_ing a
'' As a City Councilor I would investigate
dealt with at the state level.
positive test result. If the person insists that
thoroughly legislation pertaining to a city orI am convinced that such discrimination
he wants the test, he will be asked to sign
dinance which would protect gay men and
is unacceptable. I support your rights . I · an "informed consent" form stating that he
lesbians from discrimination in housing,
would not promise to sponsor such legisla-' is aware of these limitations and implicaemployment, public accommodation, and
tion until I have thoroughly studied the
tions. The drawn blood will be labeled with
credit. I would seek the legislative language
situation. "
a number only and the person will be given
from cities , including Boston, which have
Vote Tuesday, May 7 !

ortland City Elections
--~-""'-'

Berger
an appointment in approximately three
weeks for post-test counseling. According
to Gensfieimer, if the person does not show
up for that appointment and their test resu .
is negative, there will be no followup. If a
person with a positive test result misses the
appointment several attempts will be made
by phone, \etter and field visit to contact
them.
Dr. Gensheimer said that the alternative
· e should be in operation by May 1. They
will be located at· the STD (Sexually
Transmitted Disease) clin'cs in Portland,
Bangor, and York County and at the Androscoggin Home Health Ca~e Agerrcy in
Auburn. The cost will be " . ro
"''-JC_
dollars.
The second part of the April tenth meeting
dealt with the concerns of gay people with
the lack of accurate information we are
receiving about the number of AIDS cases
·in Maine. Christine Torraca asked Dr. Gensheimer what the Bureau of Health policy
was on the public reporting of AIDS cases.
Gensheimer revealed that there has been a
difference of opinion within the department
on whether it was important to keep the
public informed about the number of cases.
Some people, for example, felt that revealing the numbers was a breach of patient confidentiality. Dr. Owen Pickus, another
member of the panel, felt that emphasizing
the ''numbers game'' could create a public
panic which could result in a backlash
against gay people in Maine. Christine Torraca said that we cannot Jet the fear of a
backlash prevent us from having the information necessary to educate people about the
crisis. When another doctor on the panel
asked , "What difference does it make
whether you know if there is one case or
three?" he was met with .a resounding "It
makes a big difference!" from the gay peo. pie in the front row. Several people explained that with the tremendous urge to
deny that AIDS is a serious crisis in Maine ,
it was necessary to confront people with the
reality of the gradually increasing number
of people with AIDS and ARC in Maine.
Subsequently James Novotny, Public
Health Advisor, stated that there have been
continued on page 4

Com.m.entary Politics in Portland

Classifieds

Letters
Dear- Our Paper Collective,

by Fred ~erger

Just a note to tell you how much I enjoyed
the April- Fools' issue - especially the
pieces on new lesbian fashions (with Mary
Connors statement), the MLGPA sticking up
for the oribatid mites in -the "Big A" controversy and the baby dyke who was
shunned by other babies. Too often humor
goes under appreciated in the gay press and
I just wanted to thank you for the chuckle
and for the rest of the paper as well.

Bisexual couple looking for third partner to
enjoy time together - into cross-dressing,
slavery, etc. Call Will or Marsha, 892-8749.

Shore Acres Women's Weekend, Mt.
It may come as a surprise to many Portlanders, but there; is a City Council election
scheduled for Tuesday, May 7. Traditionally the yearly non-partisan election is a lowDesert Island , Maine. May 24-27 (3 nights),
$75 for two . Eight cabins at end of private
key affair, but this year is ridiculous. As I write, just two weeks before the election,
there have been no posters posted, no leaflets, no ads, and no articles in the newspapers
road surrounded by woods with views of
about the candidates' positions. I am not a fan of high-budget razzle-dazzle campaigns.
Frenchman's Bay. PRIVATE BEACH. Excellent hiking in Acadia National Park just
As fun as it was, how many Andrews-Conley slugfests could we stand? But I do believe
three miles away. $25 deposit. Write: Sarah
that every election is important and that the public has a right to be informed about the
'
Morton Coe, 40Riverview, Hampden, ME
differing stands of the candidates on a variety of issues.
Voter turnout in city elections is incredibly low - usually just over 8,000 people.
04444 , 862-2422.
Last year, with three co-ntested races, roughly 18% of the eligible vo.ters went to pie
Cheers L
. _ _ ___ _
---~ ·:.:: .. : .::.pons·. Those:WhO:::v.01:e.:are --geneiaUy:t11e-ol.3er, home-owning residents wlio-have-lived ·· · · ··· -- · --, -· · - --- · ·- ·- - · · ··· ·· "Enc·Rofeif -· ···· -· --- ·· · ·· ·· ··· -...... ... · · -- · ··· · ····· · - - . --··-· ... .
The rate for classifieds is ' $4 for 30
in Portland for many years and personally know the candidates or members of their
families. There.is almost no participation by the huge numbers of younger, more recentwords, 10¢ for each additional word. For ·
ly arrived groups - gays, yµppies, and other "refugees" .
personals add $2 for handling. All ads
Does any of this matter? Do decisions of the city council really affect us as gay people
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
in the city? I say yes. To·date, the City Council has dealt with only a few "gay issues",
ask that you not use sexually explicit
such as the licensing of the Blue Boy Bookstore and a~rnpts to prohibit the sale of "adult"
language in your personals. Responses
materials. This is likely to change in the future. At some point - when we get our act
The Our Paper.Collective is desperately
to personals will not be opened by Our
together - we may wish to introduce a ''gay rights'' ordinance in the city. As more
in need of someone to coordinate the
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
of our frjends are stricken with AIDS we may want to ~eek city funds - as has been
deli:very of "Our Paper". Basically, it remonthly.
done elsewhere - for their care. It may suddenly become very imortant that we have
qull"es a responsible person to deliver the . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
friends on the Council.
"' ,
paper promptly. It also requires that the perPURPOSE
son follow-up on the delivery, to make sure
And what abo~t other issues? Portland is changing at a rapid pace. As in the rest of
that areas do not run out of papers during '
America, there is a widening gap between the haves and have-nots in this city. Portland
OUR PAPER is published
is becoming a city where some people will pay $12,000 for a condominum parking space
the month: It is a volunteer _position.
monthly by the OUR PAPER
It ·has been decided that the distribution Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
while most residents don't make $12,000 in a year and are struggling to keep up with
Portland, Maine 04104. The
in the northern half of the state is inadequate.
the staggering rise in rents . The people on the Portland City Council do make important
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
The problem is that we
people to coordecisions that influence our lives on a daily basis. We have to recognize that taking charge
as a voice for. lesbians and gay men
of our lives means taking an interest in city politics.
dinate the areas of the state we cannot reach.
in Maine. We w:ish the newspaper to
The collective would also like to hear from
Out of my personal frustration I decided to do wliafl could to increase voter interest,
be a source of information, support
thos:e people to whom we already deliver.
particularly among gay people, in this year's election. Initially I took out petition papers
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
to run for the Council myself and then was persuaded not to run. After that, I attempted
Are the monthly editions arriving promptcelebration, by and for members of
to organize a public candidates' forum to be sponsored.by the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
ly? Are we covering your areas adequatethe lesbian and gay men's
ly? Does your supply last? We really need
Alliance and Greater Portland NOW. That effort failed when Danny Lee, one of the
communities. We want the paper to
.your feedback and hopefully your participa- reflect our diversity, as well.
two major candidates, declined to participate. (Just one day after the ftling (jeadline his
tion on this. The success of the paper
campaign manager, Stan Bennett, said, "Danny's dance card is full.")
depends on both financial and volunteer
So, it looks like we will have another year of politics as usual in Portland. We will
EDITORIAL POLICY
be asked to choose between people we hardly know who are not saying much about the
support.
T~e purpose of "Our Paper " is to serve
issues that concern us. I'll content myself with the hope that this will be tlie last year
We will consider for .publication any
of "traditional" Portl~d politics. We have a year to build our organizations, define
all of the gays and les_bians in Maine. If this
material that broadens our understand. our issues, and seek our supportive candidates for 1986.
is something that you are willing to commit ing of our lifestyles and of each other.
:.-..-....,....- • ..:J;us;t~w;;ai;t~.u:n;til:i;n;ex;t~y~ear;.~·-~·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;;. . . .
ollirself ~ (and it js a commiunent); write Views and opinions ~pearing in the
-~~to Jim Merrill, e/o Our· Paper, PO Box paper are those of the authors ol)ly.
10744, Portland, Maine 04104.
All material submitted-must be signed
and include an address and/ or phone
number, so we can contact the autho
should we need to consider editorial
A d v ~ (available startin
. Responsible for maintainrevisions. However, ·within the pages of
ing est.a \ished accounts and ac uiring ne a vertising accounts on a monthly basis. R the newspaper, articles can appear
anonymously, upon request, and strict
quires some graphic design skills for creating ads. Candidate should possess strong comNATURAL HEALTH CARE
confidentiality will be observed. No
mupicati n sJaDs 8lld be wUling to wort: in l,c,di
. · ion·
·
material will
ut Ourse ves
making settings. Commission and expenses paid: If interested, please write to OUR
e au or.
occur without dialogue w1
PAPER , P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104, or call 773-5540.
We welcome and encourage all our
• Women's Care
readers to submit material for
• Men/Women Athletes
publication and share your comments,
• Unique, Individualized
criticisms and positive feelings with·us .
.Childbirth Education
Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
• Senior Citizens
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
Koch
Madeline Spadola, M.S.Ed, · '""'
the 10th of the month.
Gentle, Effective Techniques

H e1p •f

need

~~-====,

1

EmaJ.

JlalorMr.Aa ·1.cno
185 Mkldle Street

announces
the expansion of her practice
in the treatment of
eating disorders and substance abuse
to Portland

P.O. Box 7685
.......... Mable04ll2

'Registered Substance Abuse Counselor

•
•
•
•

140 Washington 'St.
Camden, Maine 04843

Classes Available in Yoc,,r Area

(207) 236-9022

For appointment call:
- Virginia Lubell
-107-774-4770
Downtown Portland

17 South St.
,Portland, Maine 04101

1207) n4- 4322

(207) 879-0770

,..
·-

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (.12
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
three years. M!lke checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and·
conespondence should be sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.

Gentle Muscular Relaxation
Shiatsu
Bach Flower Essences
Touch for Health .
Herbs, Nutrition
Oriental/Native
Ameri(:!n Awarenesss

· OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE
Fred Berger ·
Ginny LaCrow
Diane Elze
Bruce Smith ·
Tom Sumner
Skip Brushaber
Barbara Wood
Phil Gautreau
Beth
Norman Brilliant

·(207) 797-9327

graphiti

,
.

SHIATSU

-

'

AFTER 5 ·P.M.
862-4556
SI LKSCAEE·NEO

T-Shirts printed to your specs

~~-~~-~-9 ..9 .!'.a ·~

DAVIDS. HANDWERKER, R.N.
as.N., M.S.
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78 AUBURN TERRACE
PORTLAND{ MAINE 04103

DRUG & ALCOHOL ISSUES
LESBIAN/GAY .ISSUES ·

fl v.i:r.,rir.1avitcr

547a Congress Street Portland, Me. 04101 ·207-774-7599

SA~RA L. SCOT'!..,, M.S.
CO U :SSELOR .
.

-
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Matthews: Calm Amid the Legal Storm
- by Julia Flanagan
In a sense, Diane Matthews has already
won.
But the litigation continues in the landmark case which has seen a federal
magistrate order Matthews reenlisted in a
ROTC program at the University of Maine
in Orono after she had been thrown out for
telling her superior officer she was a lesbian.
The case is considered of great importance,
as she was not accused of any homosexuaf
conduct while in the service bu~ merely
made a statement about herself. Magistrate
D. Brock Homby ruled that this statement
was protected by the Constitutional
guarantee of free speech. .
The Army , anxious to preserve its
longstanding prohobition against gays in the
military, appealed the decision to the First
Circuit Court of Appeals. On February 22,
a three-judge panel of that court, with one
judge dissenting, ruled that because of new
evidence (Matthews' statement on reenlistment forms that she had recently engaged
in homosexual acts) that Homby's original .
order should be vacated, and the District
Court should rehear the case.
Attorney Michael Asen of Portland,
representing Matthews, told Our Paper that
it is highly irregular and virtually unheard
of for an appeals court to make a ruling on
the basis of new evidence not heard at the
original trial. (Matthews' statements on her
re~enlistment forms were attached to an Army brief submitted to the appeals court, and
thus became the basis for the appeals court
ruling.)
The appeals court ruling admits that it is
unusual to consider new evidence in an appeal. On page 5 of the ruling, it states that
•'It is not ordinarily proper for an appellate
court to take notice of new evidence not in
the record... Nonetheless, it would be
preferable to resolve this case on the grounds
of actual conduct, rather than to undertake
a rev1.ew of the serious Constitutional issues
involved.'' On this basis, the ,\ppeals Court
sent the case back to District Court for a
rehearing.
Attorney Asen told Our Paper that it is
usual for an Appeals Court to try and avoid
deciding difficult Constitutional issues if

there is another way to resolve the case.
Asen sought to get the full Appeals Court,
not just the three-judge panel, to hear the
case but he recently learned that the request
was turned down. The Matthews case will
now return to District Court. Asen says that
he does not know when the case will be
heard. He guessed that the attorneys could
have a conference with the judge (probably
Homby) by June I and that a new trial could
begin by late summer.
The case has attracted national attention.
The storm of controversy started on
November 3, 1981 , when Matthews asked
her UMO ROTC lab instructor, Captain
Alexander Miller, for permission to miss a
drill to attend a UMO student senate meeting
that""'88

.

.

.

•

Stein club, a campus gay organization .
In explaining her interest in the meeting,
Matthews stated to Miller, "I am a lesbian."
Miller reported this to his superior officer,
and the news travelled up the chain of command until the decision was made to
disenroll Matthews.

After failing to get reinstated through Army administrative channels, she took her
case to court with the backing of the Maine
Civil Liberties Union. Homby's ruling
followed, and received nationwide press attention. The case differs from others in that
the Army never said Matthews had engaged
in -homosex:ual acts 1 but disenrolled her
merely because of her statement to her
superior officer.
The army appealed the decision to the
First Circuit Court, and the three-judge ruling followed. However, one of the three
judges, Judge Breyer, dissented, stating that
the court should have decided the merits of
the appeal. Attorney Asen agrees with that
opinion, stating that the case should be
decided in its original form, i.e. Matthews'
disenrollment simply because of her statement. He maintains that Matthews could only be disenrolled for homosexual conduct
while on duty . Asen is presently juncertain
whether the new evidence will be allowed
at the new District Court hearing.
Meanwhile, as the case hovers in clouds
of, iegal uncertainty, Diane Matthews goes
ahout her business. The court :o rder that
reinstated her is respected by the :Army, and
sh~ is conti:nuing a busy schedule of ROTC
traµtlng and a- heavy course load at UMO.
She expects to be commissioned ijy late summer. She riemains calm, unaffefted by the
glare of national publicity and ~e historic
nature of her case. In that sense, she has won
a victory since Homby's ruling Allowed her
a career
to continue to pursue her dreantof
j
as an Army officer. She would qe long gone
if she had not undertaken hertrave legal
challenge.
In a rare press interview, M tthews told
Our Paper that she has been ablb to continue
her life without too much attention from
fellow students,, ROTC participants or
towns
le.
thews explained . " Two or three people have

asked , 'how's the case going?' Most people just ignore it. It rhay be that some of
them don'lt know about it, but I don't think
so."
And as to her superior officers, she com-

Out in the Hospital
by Laurie Paldino
The interview by Skip in the February the most important thing was unattainable;
issue prompted me to share my experiences true , honest friendship was impossible
about being out in the health care profession. because I wouldn't and couldn't share the
When I began my job in a small communi- very essence of who I was.
ty hospital seven years ago, I was twenty- . Coming out wasn't a totally conscious
three years old and had acknowledged my decision on my part. I must have dropped
lesbianism for two years. At the time , I enough hints because I was literally backed
didn't know· another gay or lesbian here or into a comer one night by two women I
in my home state of Connecticut. Needless worked with while the others watched. They
to say, I was a nervous wreck. How much baited me - wanted me to say the words .
I just told them that what they wanted me
do I tell? How personal do I get?
I began on the night shift. When the work _to say could get me fired and if they wished
pace slowed during the night my coworkers to talk to me they would have to come to
and I talked. As time went on we got to my apartment for tea after work. To my
know each other fairly well. But the fear of amazement they did just that! The whole
rejection and that 'bad reaction' was still shift dropped in and I lived up to my end
present in me and I held back. I was afraid of the bargain. There' ve been no regrets on
if I came out I'd be shunned or laughed at my part, although I'll bet there are a few
or fired. I was sure the tentative relation- people who would rather I'd be more
ships that I had established would dissolve closeted.
or be altered for the worse. At the same time . . The hospital grapevine works miraculous-

ly well and before long the word was as out
as I was. The community was also buzzing.
I was informed by a neighbor that the town
folk wew talking about the two 'lezzies '
(yes, I'd met someone by then) and he just
wanted to confirm the rumor. He had obviously received his courage for this little
visit from a whiskey bottle. My lover was
bathing her five-year old son when I
answered the door and let him in. He began
the conversation with "I'd like to ashk you
girls a personal question." I yelled to my
partner ' ' Oh no ...THE personal question.' '
When I ainswered in the affirmative he said
he figure:d it out and wanted to let us know
that the whole neighborhood was talking. I
replied that I was glad to provide some
stimulation for those poor bored souls who
had nothing to do other than pry info people's personal lives . .
My lover and I met at the hospital. We

mented, "Everybody in ROTC is acting as
though I'm going to be commissioned."
Matthews hopes·to work in the area of radio
communications.
. She ~a)'.s ·that she does not spend much
time thinking about the historic nature of her
case, or her status as a woman who has made
history . "I don't think about it very much .
I'~e got tons of school work to do," she
said. Her words reveal the unaffected nature
of a strong, calm woman who hasn't let any
of the press attention go to her head , nor
does she worry about the reactions of others
to her case.
''I don't ~orry a lot about what other people are thinking. I just act the way I always
_act, and if they don't like it, it's -their
problem."
Her continuing cool equanimity makes her
the ideal candidate~to undertake the brave
challenge to the army's treatment of gays
and lesbians.
Does she have any regrets?
"No, not at all."
worked nights together_and our boss arranged our schedule so we had the same nights
· off. She did this without being asked. This
is the ,same woman who tried a little matchmaking between her son and me one year
before. The shift got together and gave us
a housewarming party and a gift of floor
pillows for our first apartment.
None of my worst fears were realized.
There was great relief and, surprisingly, a
new inner strength. It was as if I had said ·
''Okay folks, the cards are on the table and
it's your move.'' This new strength gave me
pow~ - the power to confront. This is what
l've I been doing at every available
opportunity. ·
As an example of the joys of being 'out'
I present this little tidbit. One evening I was
working in the 'Emergency Room. It was a
the doctor was
new to e ac1 1ty. A ew campers came in
and one of them had a purse over his
shoulder. The doc and I went into another
room to suture a laceration-. When out of
earshot of the campers, he leaned over to
me and in a very confidential voice
whispered "Did you see that guy? I'll bet
he's as queer as a three dollar bill! " I bit
my tongue because it would have been very
unprofessional to call him a narrow-minded,
tunnel-visioned homophobic in front of
clients. Sci I waited and he didn't disappoint
me. The next lull in activity provided him
with an opportunity to repeat his words. I
calmly looked at him and replied "You really should be more careful. You never know
who you are talking to. We are
Everywhere." The next few minutes offered
me a great deal of satisfaction. It was apparent that he didn't know whether to shit
or go blind and aplogised profusely . His embarassment forced him into relating his
blunder to other staff members, who laughed at him and then ran to me to report his
discomfiture. Six years ago I wouldn't have
done that. I may have kept silent or worse
yet, _laughed at his words . It feels good to ·
challenge. When people are challenged to
defend their position and their position is
based on fear and ignorance, there is always
hope that they will realize the shaky foundation of it all.
continued on page 13

·GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting , specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofread ing services at reasonable
r~tes.

438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040

We specialize in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality.
See our new section of gay fiction
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30
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Discrintination Survey R·e sults

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

This s urvey was co-s pon sored by the Maine Civil Libert ies Union and the M aine Les bi an/ Gay
Political Allia nce. The d at a were gathered from 323 respondent s (a 22% respo use rateJ,from Jan. I March 5, 1985 by means of pre-coded, quantitative questionnaires diss eminat e d all over M aine vi a
Maine's gay news paper, urban and rural les bian and gay organizations as well as some women's
groups . As the survey's result s show, most of Maine's homosexual population remain hidden. This is
not a random sampling as it is not possible to obtain one from a hidden population. The percentages
shown are based on the number of individuals that answered each question.

EMPLOYMENT
• 46% reported some typ.e of emplo yment discrimination je.g., fired; not hired; denied raise, promotion or
benefit s, apprentices hip or membership in a labor
organization; demoted; or lost cli ents) - in addition,
67% have concealed th eir sexu al ori entat ion to avoid
employm ent discrimination
• 46% were questioned about th eir sexual orientation·
• 36% were the victims of violence at work
• 19% were fired
• I 5% were never hired
• I 0% were deni ed promotion s, raises or benefits

DISCRIMINATION in EMPLOYMENT
1n

the state d- Ma,ne

State Health Officials Talk With Gays
continued from page · 1

,f

ACTS OF VIOLENCE AGAINST
GAY MEN AND LESBIANS
PHYSICAL VIOLEN CE
Because of th eir sexual orient ation :
' • 54% experi enced some kind of violence i40% experienced it in ME) while 79% reporte d con cealing th eir
sex ual ori enta tion to avoid violence. 85% kn ew people
who were th e victims of violence and 77% anticipated
harassment, intimidation or violence in the future. The
acts of violenc e experienced by the res pondent s
·included:
• 38% were chased or followed
• 26% had obj ects thrown at them
• 20% had property vandalized or set on fire
• 16% were punched, hit, kicked or beaten
• 11 % were spit at
• 9% were assault ed with an object or weap~rn

Any employment dl5Cr,m,rcloo

ED_ @

19% were f,~ed

15 ~
107.

were never h,red
were den,ed pumd=.
raises and benef,ts

Ho~ cm:eoled their

5exual mentation to
01.()K)

ernployrrent d6'.nmrnbon

ACT5 of VIOLENCE
in tf-e ::,tote of Maine
Expenence.d i:nysical viderce

ffi 0

30 % c.rooro or followed

2.6 X <zject5 thrown
2.0% ~ y vandalized
16% were beoten

Anticip:ited hara55ment.
intJmdlboo,cx- viderce
1n tre fu.ture

three cases of AIDS diagnosed within
1
Maine. (Because we know that the man first
diagnosed with AIDS has moved away , that
leaves two "native cases" in the state.)
Novotny said that the s_tate only keeps track
of those cases diagnosed here , as required
by the federal government through the
Centers For Disease Control (CDC) . The
state does not keep track of people with
AIDS who have been diagnosed elsewhere
and are now living in Maine or Maine people who are diagnosed with AIDS after leaving the state. There is also no reporting of
the number of people with AIDS Related
Complex (ARC) .
Dr. Owen Pickus then explained that the
number of people he has seen with ARC estimated at between 12 and 18 people indicates that the number of diagnosed AIDS
cases will increase in the near future. ARC
is evidenced primarily by a weakened immune system and chronic lymphadenopathy
(swollen lymph nodes). It is not necessarily
.a precursor of AIDS , although it is occasionally misnained "pre-AIDS" . According .
to Larry Kessler of the AIDS Action Committee in Boston, approximately 20% of
people with ARC are likely to develop
AIDS , 60 % of them will maintain the condition , and approximately 20 % will recover.
On the other hand, some people develop
AIDS without first having ARC.
The meeting concluded with the Bureau
of Health people agreeing to make the current number of cases readily available.
Members of the panel and the audience expressed their feelings that the meeting had
been very beneficial to all and that we would
maintain a dialogue in the future.

HOUSING
• %8% reported discrimination in obtaining housing !e.g.,
denied purchase or rental) while 40%reported concealing their sexual orientation to avo~d ~uch treatment
• 8% were refused for rental because they were gay

PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS
Because of their sexual orientation:
• %4%experienced discrimination in public accommodations je.g., denied room in a hotel or service in a restaurant) while 46% reported concealing Lheir sexual orientation to avoid this
• 7% were denied service in a restaurant
• 5% were denied hotel accommodations

CREDIT
• 4% of the respondents experienced credit discrimination (e.g., denial of loans, credit, or other) while 32%
reported concealing th eir sexual orientation to avoid
discrimination

VERBAL ABUSE
Because of their sexual orientation:
• 84% of the respondents were call ed anti-gay/

Have you been·diagnosed with ARC (AIDS
Related Complex)? Would you like to talk
with other people with ARC? Call
773-5540 . Strict confidentiality observed .
:-

les bi a n n a m es

• 45% were threatened with physical violence

• 38% received verbal abuse from their fa mil i~s
• 14% were call ed names by the police

WHERE DID VIOLENCE
AGAINST GAYS OCCUR

Wise Woman
Gool~s

The respondents reported harassment, intimidat ion,
threats or assault because of their sexual orient ati on:
• 37% in high school (20% in ME)
• 31 % in junior high
• 39% in the famil y unit
• 48% by police ( I 5% reported phys ical abuse)

a feminise bool\store
20 ~ARK AVE.
PORTLAND M E.

,r------------------------·---------------------------------------------------: RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
I
I

Respondent population consisted of 54% I 176) mal es and
: 46% (14 7) females ranging in age from 18- 7 I with the
I mean age being 31. They are widely distributed across th e
_: st ate in 89 different towns. 84% are employed and 93%
voted in the last election.
RELIGIOU S UPBRINGIN G
• 45% Prot estant (including 8% Baptist )
• 39% Catholic
• 5% Jewish
ECONOMI C STATUS
• 60% - Earn under $ I 5,000
• 32% - Earn under $ 10,000
·• ,
:
:
:

RESIDENCY
• 33% - Native
• 19% - 1-4 years
• 16% - 5- 9 years
• 9% - 10- 14 yea rs

[207] 761-2053

EDUCATION
·30%- B.A.
• 22% - Some college
• I 7% - High school

i~eclLf£

AGE WHEN FIRST AWARE OF
SEXUAL ORIENTATION
• 50% - by age 13
• 77 % - by age 18
OPENESS WITH OTHERS RE GAl<.DIN(.
SEXUAL ORIENT ATION
• 81 % were unltkel y to be open with aquaintances
• 68% were unlikely to be open with co-workers
• 56% were unlikely to be open with family members
• 42% were unlik ely to be open with hea lth care workers I

I

I

~--------------------------------------~----------------------------------~---·
CONCLUSIONS
Gay m en and lesbians in Maine are experiencing substantial dis crimination in a wide array of areas: th e
public sector (employme nt, housing,- public accommodations and credit ), educa tional institutions and
within the family unit. The results of this survey indicate that gay people are in immedite a nd present
danger as the targets of bigotry based victimization.

..,_
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A Comfortable
Place To Dine ...
til 2 a.m.

#'ft-O"a~~.q-;IQ'lt,
,

Woodfords Cafe
129 Spring St. - Portland
772-1374
Every Wednesday at the Cafe: Y2 of all the
money collected from drinks will be donated
to the Maine Health Foundation to support
AIDS work .

~· Organizations~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Mid-Coast
Parents and Friends

GAY .PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE
The semester is closing at USM, but the
Gay People's Alliance is pleased to inform
people that the staff of the past year will be
staying on. Regular meetings will continue
on Friday and Sunday nights, and every
other Monday night, throughout the summer. Check the Calendar on the back page
for further information about the meetings.
Registration for Symposium XII begins on
Friday, May 17th in the lobby of the Luther
Bonney building on the University of
Southern Maine campus. Registration will
be followed by Mrs. James Dean, a play
written by Bill Bemis, which will be shown
in the Luther Bonney Auditorium at 8 PM.
Tickets will be for sale in advance at GP A,
and at the door the night of the performance.
The following morning, Saturday, May 18th
at 9 AM , will be another registration period.
At 9:30 AM keynote speakers Dale McCor. mick, a lesbian activist, and Doug Strong,
formerly the minister of the All Souls
Unitarian Church in Augusta, will talk about
our lives as lesbians and gay men in Maine.
Workshops will be held throughout the day,
with featured entertainer Kate Klinton , a
lesbian-feminist-humorist, performing that
night at 8 PM in the Luther Bonney
Auditorium. Workshops w.ill also be offered
on Sunday, with the Boston Gay Men's
Chorus performing at 3 PM in the Unitarian

·u

Universalist Church on Congress Street in
Portland. For more details about Symposium XII, see our ad or call us at
780-4085.
The 12th Annual Boston Lesbian/Gay
Pride Celebration will be taking place on
Saturday, June 15th. The Gay People's
Alliance is sponsoring a bus to Boston for
those who would like to go but do not have.
transportation, or don't want to drive. The
cost is $10.00 per person, to be paid in ad- .
vance. The bus has a maximum capacity of
49 people, so please be sure and purchase
your ticket well in advance. The bus leaves
92 Bedford Street at 8:30 AM the morning
of the celebration, and will be returning that
night at IO PM . After the parade/march ,
there will be a festival with featured speake:-s
Virginia Apuzzo, Gil Gerard, and Barney
Frank . Entertainment will be provided by
Teresa Trull and Barbara Higbie. For ticket
purchases or more info ., please contact
Charlie Dwyer at 780-4085.
Events GP A will be working on over the
summer include New Student Orientation at
USM, and RA (Residence Assistants) training sessions designe,d to educate RAs on
dealing sensitively with lesbian and gay
issues on campus. GPA is also working on
the Gay Rights Legislation as well as keeping updated information on file about

by Sharon Raymond
After having been advi~ed by the national · Ladened with publications from the naheadquarters of Parents and Friends of Gays tional headquarters, including the comthat it miglht take months for a new chapter prehensive and helpful Now That You Know,
to receive any calls from parents, the co- by Fairchild and Hayward, we joined and
founders of the group in Brunswick were shared information, attitudes, and sen- ,
startled to receive immediate inquiries.
timents. Within weeks, several other parents
· Two parents and myself had our initial called who were eager for information and
monthly meeting March 5. One parent had support, and as their concerns seemed acute,
been infonned of her son's gay relationship we held two emergency support meetings.
at Thanksgiving; and the other had strugWe will be meeting on the second Tuesgled with the. "gayness" of her two sons for day evening of each month at 7:30 in
many years. I have long been a supportive Brunswick , and welcome other parents or
sister to my brother's long-term gay rela- friends of gays and lesbians, from any comtionship, and have had the good fortune to munity. Directions to our meeting site can
be . i?vited to many gay festivities and be obtained by calling myself at 729-9843 .
P?ht1cal . events in our hometown Ind1anapohs area.

* * * *. * * * * *· * *· *

Announcement
As of my last article., four bisexuals have Mark your calendar now! Saturday , June
responded to an open invitation to meet for 1st. USM is the place to be for Portland's
a potluck and have some fun. The responses 4th "Take Back The Night". Call 774-3613
have been even with two men and two for further information. (We need you; get
women interested in getting together - but involved). Workshops, entertainment, raldon't hesitate, there ' s still time for you to ly dance, and march.
give me a call at the Gay People's Alliance,
780-4085 , and join the list of active bisexThe next Mainely Men weekend will be held
uals in the Portland area. Our first potluck
May 17th through 19th. For information call
will be scheduled some time after the SymEric at 743-6536, Willy at 474-8582 , Craig
posium (May 18) so now's your chance to
at 799-3051, or Willy at 883-9797.
bring a diish and meet a group of bisexual
Ginny LaCrow
people!

3

Rudy de La Mor
Comedian and guest pianist from Los An!~eles
"Truly a delight-good entertainment"
-Charles Pierce
"Notorious and magical"
-Martha Raye

performing every night for one week
starting Memorial Day!

Sunday, May 5
11

Sweet & Sour's all new show Glitz To Go"

May· 17·, 18, 19
The Underground is. proud to support Symposium XII
so here's one on the house- ·

Admit one person FREE
Friday, May 17
The Underground
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Anti-Gay Bill ·
Proposed.

WE. MU sT PROTECT
OUR CHILDRENS

MORALS ...

by Fred Berger

TtiE

A bill has been introduced in the Maine .
legislatur.e which would allow the firing of
teachers who "advocate" homosexuality in
their classroom. Entitled '' An Act to Amend
UNQUESTIONING the Maine Education Statute to Prohibit the
ND
Teaching of Altemat~ Lifestyles in Maine's
Public Schools," the bill is numbered 1199.
Although the title suggests otherwise, the
bill is only concerned with homosexuality.
The bill states: "The purpose of this bill is
- .:: __ _: - : Je>_p_r.~y-i_tleJ<;')~ _ili.~ di_~js~~!:. o~ :~:ii-~~r1si(l':_l_ __ _---~- ·:
of teachers who advocate to students in the
.
~~
classroom during schpol hours the approval
or acceptance of homosexual activity. "
"Advocate" is defined in the bill"as "to
solicit, impose, encourage or promote the
approval or acceptance of an activity. "
L.·D . 1199 was initiated by the Christian
Civic League of Maine in response to the
Tolerance Day controversy in Madison,
Maine. It's intent is to prevent the discussion of homosexuality in schools and to fire
teachers such as -David Solmitz of Madison
· who allow for such discussion. The prime
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'"
sponsor of the bill is Sen. Walter Hichens
=
= of Kittery who is a director of the Christian
Civic League. The other sponsors are: Sen.
Charles Webster, a newly elected Republican from Farmington; Rep. Alexander Richard of Madison, Democrat; and
Rep. Carl Smith of Island Falls, a
Democrat.
The Maine Teachers Association is expected to strongly oppose the bill which
should come up for debate s_o me time during May . For more information and to find
out the time and date of the public hearing,
call Cheryl Hovey, clerk of the legislature's
lm11m~m111n11111n11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
Education Committee, at 289-1333 .
Update: The public hearing before the
Education Committee will be held on TuesII
day, May 14 at 1:30 in room 113 of the State
Office Building .

GLOR/ES
OF~E

/\-1/

Notable Quotes from 1984 - Or, Why You Should Join the Maine Lesbian-Gay
Political Alliance
''The homosexual lifestyle is, to an extent not fully understood, a moral choice, unlike
being black or female or handicapped. Otherwise tolerant people do not want the homosexual's moral message to be delivered to their children from a soapbox iri an assembly,
any more than they should have to put up with it being delivered from soapboxes in
classrooms. Schools, which operate in locus parentis, must always balance community
wishes with free speech, and that is what the SAD 59 School Board has tried to do in
a legitimate exercise of its responsibility. ''
Bangor Daily News, January 1985, from an editorial entitled "The Homosexual
_
·
Message".
Send in your membership dues today ($5-$15) to: Maine Lesbian-Gay Political Alliance,
P.O. Box 108, Yarmouth, Maine 04096.
·
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The Continuing
Saga of Friendly
a!}d Macho
by Bull O'Nee
Illustration by Pet N. Grow
Due to popular demand - my dog
loved the last One - Our Paper has
decided to continue the adventures of
Officers Bob Friendly and Marvin
Macho on "fag pa_irol" in the Oaks.
After a week of advanced training
Friendly a nd Macho have returned to
their respective positions in the parkFriendly on the bridge and Macho circling the "fruit loop". Friendly signals
Macho to slow down and approaches
his car:
"Hey Marvin , mind if I sit in your car
with you for a while. I'd like to talk." ·
"Uh, well , I guess so."
"Marvin , something's wrong. We've
been here for three days now and I
haven 't scored once. I'm doin' everything Sarge taught us-wearing tight
jeans, a fake leather jacket-never
smiling. I'm even wearin ' my thing on
the left like he said they all do. But no
one pays any attention."
.
"Well, you know , you're not exactly
sixteen, Bob."
"Sixteen what?"
"Sixteen years stupid. I hear they
likP 'em young."
MLGPA

"Shit, but I'm not ugly . Do you think
I'm ugly, Marvin?"
_"Well no, not exactly."
" Marvin, I've been thinking and I
think I've figured out the problem."
"What's that?" Marvin replied.
"Well, it's sort of hard to explain but
... I don't think we know enough about
what we're doing. I mean like first
hand experience."
"Bob, what are you talking about?."
"You know Marvin, I - uh - Marvin
· uh - would you . .. ?"
"Bob! Are you suggesting ... ?"
"Well, uh, I just thought ... "
"No! I'm not into it."
"Marvin, haven't you ever tried it?"
"Well sure, as a kid. There was Billy
Comfort . .. And once with Joe . .. And
then ... but that's different. Anyway
it's a sin."
"Who told you that?"
"Father."
"What does he know about sex?"
"Not that father, stupid. My father.
He sat me down when I wa·s seven and
explained itall to me. He said this goes
there and that goes here and it takes
three minutes. Anything else is a sin."
"Yeah, but times change. I mean, ,
what was true for your father isn't.
necessarily true anymore. This is 1985." '.
"I said I'm not into it! Now get back to '
your post - faggot!"
i
(to be continued)
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continued from page 1
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Taurus the Bull

MLGPA members plan for L.D. 1249.
which cancelled an entire "Tolerance Day "
progr~ at Madison High School to avoid
the scheduled_appearance of McCormick.
The program, organized by Madison High
Teacher David Solmitz , would have included representatives of many other
· minority groups and victims of oppression.
(During the original testimony before Justice
Donald Alexander, Madison School
Superintendent indicated that he would consider a Jew too controversial to be included
on such a panel. Also Justice Alexander
declined to force the school to hold
Tolerance Day, as originally planned, and an
appeal in front of the Maine Supreme Court
will be heard April 29.
Jack Wyman's four-page letter was a call
for money to join the Tolerance Day lawsuit
on the side of the Madison School Board
which cancelled the Tolerance Day panel.
However, the Maine Christian Civic League
has been barred from filing an amicus
(friend of the court) brief in the Tolerance
Day case. Some lowlights of Wyman's letter, distributed to MLGP A members at the
Augusta meeting, include the following :
'' As homosexuals in Maine become more
· and more frustrated in their efforts to win
legal·rights through the legislature, they will
turn to our courts and to our public schools
in a vile and ungodly attempt to brainwash
our children into accepting this disgusting
lifestyle... These homosexuals must be

stopped before they completely destroy our
American family and corrupt our children.''
He exhorts bis readers to contribute to a
''Fund for the Defense of Morality in
Maine." Wyman goes on to say that the
"ultimate social and political objective of the
homosexual activists in Maine and the nation, is not tolerance but legitimation ... The
Christian Civic League has never been more
alarmed about any social problem than it is
about· homosexuality.''
An important part of MLGP A strategy has
been to secure the support of other religious
leaders to offset the anticipated strength of
Wyman's forces. Some of the distinguished
religious people who have endorsed LD
1249 include Marvin M . Ellison, a ·
Presbyterian minister who teaches at the
Bangor Theological Seminary, who . described the reasons for his support this way:
''This stance is grounded in the moral
conviction that all persons deserve fair and
equitable treatment and protection under the
law, and that discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation alone is immoral and
undermines social harmony and justice.''
Other religious leaders to endorse . LD
1249 include Rev. Lynne Josselyn and the
Rev . Philip Palmer of the Maine Annual
Conference , United Methodist Church. A
formal endorsement from the Episcopal
Church of Maine is tentatively forthcoming.

Have youi ever seen tho~ time-lapse films
of sweet little flower sprouts pushing their
heads through an incredible amount of dirt
to reach the: sun? They may be beautiful and
soft to look at but their roots rut. deep and
their strength in the face of conflict is great.
Taureans remind me of those flowers .
Taureans are keenly aware of colors,
shapes and textures . Their clothing reflects
this sensitivity, making them one of the best
dressed signs of the zodiac. This also extends to thc!ir taste buds and food preparation. Taureans are fussy about what they eat.
Not only must it be good and lots of it, but
it's got to look good too .
A key word for Taurus is comfort. To
befriend a typical Taurean beauty , lure
her/him first with flowers. (Most bulls are
really Ferdlinands at heart.) Then, offer to
cook up a well-proportioned homemade
meal. Or, with Taurus ' keen eye, art
galleries are safe, or a picnic on a soft grass
with enough sun to make them feel drowsy.
Wherever you go, remember that beauty ,
comfort, and a little luxury go a long way
with a Taurns. Since most Taureans are Ferdinands, they prefer beauty and docility to
bearing the:ir horns arid wrestling. Their fuse
is longer than most, but for that very same
reason, DON'T 1PUSH IT! Have you ever
seen a bull! when it sees red? No? Well ,
unless you're a masochist, you don't want

to. Fortunately they can usually get their
way by their incredible perseverance and
stamina. They just outlast us! Last but not
, least, give them physicality . Hugs, kisses,
cuddles and massages - and don 't rush
them.
There are a few exciting planetary aspects
happening this month. May 4th brings a total
lunar eclipse. The moon will be full in Scorpio. This is a time when conventional approaches may be cast aside, yesterday's
mistakes forgotten or forgiven, and the
potential of tomorrow pressed for.
The partial solar eclipse of the 19th with
a new moon in Taurus, brings just the opposite. Old problems or habits may be
reawakened. Tradition may be glorified
and/or the wisdom of the past may be revealed. Essentially what needs to happen is
that the past and present come to terms with
one another so that we can move on. The
past must prove it's relevance to the present
and the present must recognize and correct
the past.
The sun opposes Saturn on the 15th, making us dig for rewards. Old bones of contention may come up then too.
On the 20th Mars opposes Uranus. Sparks
will fly. It'll be a great day 'for new news ,
ideology, happy beginnings.
. Until next month - Happy Stargazing!

During Symposium weekend-

! Ch,eck out the special presentation by THE MOVIES on Exchange St
L
IMPR(jPER CONDUCT.
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Sympo_
s ium XII
Schedule of ·Events
sponsored by
·Gay People's Alliance
with lots of help and support from
lesbians and gay men .throughout Maine.

Friday, May 17
~~~~

Mrs. James Dean
PREMIERE
8:00 pm

Luther Bonney Auditorium

Mrs. James Dean is a play written by Bill Bemis and directed by Jeff Torish.
TI1is high energy, 3-act melodrama deals with (among other things) alcoholism,
long-term gay.relationships, hustlers, overeaters & drag queens in a humorous and
thought provoking way. Don't miss the opening night performance of this play
al)out all of our lives . (The play will continue for two consecutive weekends after
Symposium.) Tickets will be available at the door.
·

to be per_
-

.1

three acts

(A melodrama" . · 5 1nposium
. J0 rmed at sprmg c) _

'85 )
.
-

- --~-----

..
- - - ··· -

. . ~~----·-·- ·

Saturday, May 18
Registration
8:30 am - 9:30 am
Luther Bonney Hall entrance
Fee: SS.00 to SJS.00 (sliding scale)

Keynote Sp~akers

9:30 am -

Sympos.ium Keynote Speakers

Dale McCormick
Dale McCormick is a carpenter, teacher, writer and politician. She has been involved in politics all her life: the peace movement, women's issues and gay rights. It
has only been in the last year that it occurred to her to work within the system to
further our cause . \X/hy this sudden switch from politics to Politics at the age of 377
Come to the Symposium XII and find out. It's too complicated a story for this little
paragraph.
LEARNING TO LIVE WITH OUR SUCCESS
We're on a roll . More people than ever before have been involved this year in the
effort to legislate civil rights for gays and lesbians. The Keyplayers are watching us
and they are-impressed. We're HOT. If not now then soon.

11:30 am

r

Doug Strong
Douglas Morgan Strong first moved to Maine in 1978 when he became the student minister of the Unitarian Meeting House in Eastport. After two years he was
hired by the congregation of All Souls Church, Unitarian Universalist in Augusta and
became the first openly gay Unitarian Universalist minister to be hired by a church
where the congregation knew the sexual truth of their minister prior to being called
(and would .,.ou believe this could happen in Maine?). Doug seNed the church in
Augusta five years and resigned last February. During his ministry Doug worked
extensively with gay issues and has been publicly visible as a gay leader within the
state.

I

/

WE TOO HAVE A SONG TO SING
Generally gay men and lesbians find themselves having to justify their existence
and to plea with society for basic human dignity. The reality of course is that we are
not a pathology but rather a minority and we have, for centuries, brought special
gifts to humankind. Another reality is that there has been no group more dedicated
to denying us our personhood than "the church". Yet, we too have a song to sing-a
melody interwoven with achievements and contrit:>utions and we need to remind
ourselves of our goodness to combat the religiously narrow-minded who constantly
attack our existence.

SYMPOSIUM XII

Workshop
SCHEDULE

-------Workshop Period 1 - - - - - - - Saturday 11:00 -

12:30

BISEXUALITY - LET'S CELEBRATE
Room 502
Ginny L.aC:row, Gay People's Alliance
Do you sometimes feel like a minority within a minority? Come to this open discussion about the myths, lifestyles, and strengths we have as self-identified bisexuals.
What is our position within the community: heterosexual as well as homosexual.
Interested in a socializing_group? Let's Talk!
Room 503
LONG TERM RELATIONSHIPS
University Womyn's Forum members
.
This workshop will briefly examine why relationships do and do not work. The m_a1n
areas to be discussed will be: interpersonal communication, finances and fidelity.
MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL ALLIANCE
Dale McCormick, President
Diane Elze, Treasurer
Marty Sabol, Secretary
Come find out more about ML/GPA and the gay rights bill.

ences. This is an opportunity for sharing. listening, networking and supporting
each other.
c
ABORTION RIGHTS-A LESBIAN ISSUE?
Room 510
Christine Torraca, Greater Portland NOW
We'll explore the connection between reproductive freedom for women and the
rigl1t to be a lesbian. We'll also talk about the connection between those opposed to
reproductive freedom and those opposed to lesbian existence. This is not a lecture.
Attendee~ will
r,
· ,laeas.

-------Workshop Period 3

Room 50·9

Saturday 4:00 -

LESBIAN-GAY RADIO IN MAINE: LET'S TALK ABOUT IT
Room 502
Dick Harrison, Northern Lambda Nord
Our community in Maine has made great strides over the years, and our potential is
enormous-as one-tenth of the state's population we number nearly 100,0001 Yet
outreach to that deep space behind the garment bags and hangers is difficult. OUR
PAPER is an excellent information source, but it reaches too few. How can we make
contact with members of our community in Meddybemps, Madison, and Mars Hill?
Radio. Sitting in the dark recesses of the closet with a Walkman to your ear can provide news, information, and the support necessary to help one deal with issues
relevant to our Jives. Gay/lesbian Radio in Maine: Let's talk abdut it/
. Room 503
REBIRTHING .
Marjorie Arber, Cara-Dawn
A conscious breathing process which frees a person from previous trauma, including
his/her own birth, by allowing it to be totally relived. And, as part of this wondrous
process, the person may experience being breathed by the breath of birth of life.
Room 509
ORGANIZING IN SMALL COMMUNITIES
. Larry Kessler, Boston AIDS Action Committee
The inevitable has happened in Maine; AIDS is here. The gay community working
with supporters, is beginning to organize a support/education system fori patients
with AIDS and their care givers. This workshop will help guide our actions in providing the most compassionate seNices in towns all over Maine.

GAY LIFE AFTER FORTY
Room 510
Barry Wood, MD
The workshop will deal with projections arid reality about gay life for the aging gay
male. (Workshop will be restricted to gay men over age 35, please.)
Room 523
LESBIAN VIOLENCE
Nancy Fritz
·
Many of us are reluctant to talk about the violence which has been perpetrated
against CJS, or the violent acts we have done to others. i:tiis works~op will_pro~ide_a
chance to talk about the violence in our lives, to examine what, 1f anything, 1s different about lesbian violence, and ways we can respond to one another. (Lesbians
only. please.)
·

LUNCH-TIME DANCE PERFORMANCE
Luther Bonneyj\uditorium
Contemporary and original dance performances by local lesbian and gay dancers.

-------Workshop Period 2 - - - - - - -

Room 510
AFTER YOUVE BEEN OUT A NUMBER OF YEARS
Miles Rightmire
At the last Symposium an impromptu workshop entitled "After You've Been Out A
Number Of Years" was held. It was extremely well attended and a Jot of people had
·
the opportunity to share their experiences. Let the dialogue continue!

Saturday_ 2:00 - 3:30
SEXUALITY FOR SEXUAL ABUSE SURVIVORS AND THEIR LOVERS/MATES
Panel of Sexual Abuse SuNivors and Mates (4-6 women)
Room 502
As awareness of sexual abuse increases, support is needed for suNivors and their
mates around issues of sex. After brief opening remarks from each presenter, the
workshop will be open for discussion and feedback .
Room 503
TALKING ABOUT SENSIBLE SEX
Larry Kessler. Boston AIDS Action Committee
.
.. .
..
A presentation and discussion about how persons at high risk of acquinng AIDS can
modify their sexual activities. Participants will be en_couraged to share their experiences (frustrations?) with learning and practicing sensible sex.
LESBIAN AND GAY PARENTS: SHARING OUR STORIES,
MEETING AND AFFIRMING EACH OTHER
Room 509
Mary Ellen Alicandri & Frank Brooks, Gay/Lesbian Parents Group
Presenters will lead/facilitate discussion toward d1scovenng the issues that connect
us as lesbian/gay parents. Participants will be invited to share their parenting experi-

5:30

CONSENTING ADULTS (movie)
Room 523
If you didn't see Consenting Adults when it was on Nearlier this year, here's your
chance.

'
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Saturday, May 18

continued

Kate Clinton
Since 1981, comedian Kate Clinton has been on a roll. Packed audiences from coast
to coast and everywhere in between have been on a roll with her-generally in the
aisles. She has played,comedy clubs, colleges, coffeehouses, conferences, and that's
just the e's. Her style of stand-up comedy has been called, "courageous", "energized",
"brilliant" and "gutsy".
;
1
A classically trained stand-up comedian, this joker/jokewriter composes and
arranges all her own material, drawing from her deep roots as a white, middle class,
former high school English teacher and Recovering Catholic. Kate calls herself a
fumerist-that's feminist and humorist combined. Her repertoire reflects her twin
feminist convictions that women are oppressed and that it must end. Unlike men's ·
humor which is based on the maintenance of the status quo, feminist humor is based
on a vision of change. Kate believes that our sense of humor is proofof our sense of
survivaL Laughing together, we are women bonding together through shared experience and through common opposition to our oppression.

TICKETS AVAILABLE STARTING SATURDAY, MAY 18 DURING REGISTRATION
FOR SYMPOSIUM. SEATING IS LIMITED TO THE FIRST 225 PEOPLE WHO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR THIS ONE PORTLAND PERFORMANCE~ TICKETS MAY
ALSO BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR ON SATURDAY EVENING.

Symposium Dance at
.

.

After the Kate Clinton concert, come out with us too Backstreet 'for a fabulous, alcohol-free dance. Do~'tforgetto bring yqur coupon to get into the dance
for free. ·
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Sunday 10:00 am - 12:00 pm
M LGPA MEETING
Room 523
The monthly MLGPA meeting will be held during SymposiUfT! since every gay man
and lesbian from the state will be there! Continental breakfast wi ll be seNed. ~

-Boston
Gay Men's Chorus

SYMPOSIUM XII

Sunday, May 19

~~~~~~~~\XfQRKSHOP·~~~~~~~~

SCH EDULE

\X/~rkshop Period 4 - - - - - - - Sunday 12:00 - 1:30
MEETING THE GODDESS: A FEMINIST SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
Room 502
Kathryn Baptista, Feminist Spiritual Community
In this workshop we vyill explore the places of spirituality in our lives, work, play,
relationships and sexuality. Using Goddess imagery, we will do ritual, guided meditation, storytelling, and music to share our life-jo.ur.neys and integrate our spiritua l
lives into them. This workshop is limited to women.
LEGAL NEEDS OF LESBIANS AND GAY MEN
Room 503
Erna Koch, Attorney
This workshop will focus on the legal needs of Lesbians and Gay men, 'especially in
the area of Gay couples; each partner's rights and how to plan for unforeseen circumstances whi<;:h could compromise a couple's wishes about the rights and position of each partner; child custody; and discrimination against Gay people. Discussion of your questions is encouraged, so feel free to bring and raise questions you
have about the legal system and your relationship to it.
AN INTRODUCTORY DISCUSSION OF CONTEMPORARY FEMINISM Room 509
Cyndie Lamoureau .
We will discuss feminism in contemporary society by studying authors who are representative of contemporary feminist thought. Texts will include poetry and selected
readlings. Participation and discussion will be encouraged.
THE PSYCHO-SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AIDS
Room 510
Larry Kessler, Boston AIDS Action Committee
Open discussion about the implications of AIDS in our lives. Personal and societal
attitudes will be explored.

The Gay People's Alliance wishes to thank all of the individuals and groups that
helped produce Symposium XII.
Special thanks to USM, Underground, Backstreet, Cycles, Spring St. Gym, Our
Books, Our Paper, Papa Joe's, Sportsman's, MLGPA&AIDSAction Committee
of Boston.
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The Boston Gay Men's Chorus will be performing two concerts in Maine this
month. Both concerts are sponsored by the Margaret Fuller Forum. Founded just
three years ago, the Boston Gay Men's Chorus has grown in stature both musically
and artistically. Its reputation as one of Boston's best choruses continues.to spread
both by word of mouth and by critical acclaim as their concert appearances move
farther and father from Boston.
.
Finally, here in Maine, the Boston Gay Men's Chorus will perform Saturday, May
18, 8 p.m., at the South Parish Congregational Church in Augusta and Sunday, May
19, _3 p .m. at the First Parish Unitarian Church in Portland, as part of the Symposium program.
_
The music selected for these two concerts is representative of the variety 0f the
BGMC repertoire, ranging from classical music to show tunes. Included are pieces
from early American composers, spirituals, barber-shop renditions, a "Wizard of Oz"
medley, and part of Randall Thompson's "Testament of Freedom," with text drawn
from the writings of Thomas Jefferson.
Don't miss this rare chance to see the Boston Gay Men's Chorus! .

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Gay _Health
Lesbians Remain at Low Risk for AIDS
by R.J. Bass

Last November, the San Francisco AIDS
Foundation held a workshop entitled
"Women At Risk: Strategies for AIDS
Prevention and Education. " On March 23
of this year, the Boston AIDS Action Committee included a workshop on "Women at
Risk for AIDS" in their Living With AIDS
Conference. In October, the straight press
(San Jose Mercury News, San Francisco
State Phoenix) carried articles on women
with AIDS. The Boston Globe likewise
mentioned women at risk in a recent article. As long ago as January 7, 1983,, the ·
MorbidiJy and Mortality Weekly Report
: . _-__(~~~!:.fu~!Y fl_!l!ll~ r_eports: fr.<?111-tll~ C.~!i!~~-s •for Disease Control) reported on immunodeficiency in two female ·sexual partners of males with AIDS. Pat Califia
reprinted a Women's AIDS Network
brochure in the latest issue of The l'ower
Exchange.
.,
For the lesbian community., what d_pes the
women-at-risk issue signify? According to
the CDC's Weekly AIDS Surveillance
Report, dated January 28, 1985, a total of
426 adult and adolescent women were
report~d with AIDS . This is a tripling of all

female cases this past year, and represents
have been proven to be statistically at lower a gay donor. If you do so, don't forget to
6% of all cases reported to that date. As late·
risk for many sexually_ transmitted diseases, obtain a detailed medical, social, and sexas mid-March of this year, NO cases of
like syphilis and gonorrhea, they are also uai history (a must for artificial inseminaAIDS have been reported among lesbians.
statistically at lower risk for AIDS.
· tion regardless of the donor's sexual
On the surface, then, it seems that lesbians
No one can argue the point that semen is preference). It is advised that you find a
are not a group at risk, while other women
not present during lesbian love-making, donor who has been monogamous for the
are. What makes lesbians different? The obhowever, semen is not the only body fluid past four years.
vious answer is: semen.
implicated in AIDS transmission. The inIf you are living with a person with AIDS ,
Epidemiologists have also been wondercidence of AIDS in transfusion recipients disciplined, but not obsessive, home hygeine
ing about semen. In the March 28 issue of
and hemophiliacs indicates that blood car- practices are recommended. The San FranRolling Stone, David Black tells of ex- : ries the elusive AIDS agent. So, it might be cisco AIDS Foundation provides a two-page
periments with rabbit semen(!). When rabprudent, as a matter of prevention, to go list of precautions that is detailed, but
bits were anally inseminated with bunny
below the surface and take a look at a few common-sense.
sperm, they developed sperm antibodies
"lifestyles" (where did they get this word?)
It seems likely that lesbians will remain
~ "'.'h.~h_-_ r~~~t_ed.__with _th_ei_r_: ~ur~e sy~~m~ ._:: __~-~~Ollg-~~~_ian~_.~~~-h ~ -_~Pr.~~e_nt ~ ::-:: ~~--~~ry__
l~~ ~s~.$!'(>UP -~~ ~~~- _~~ ~ :::._·- ____-:-_
When the rabbits were inseminated vaginalcreased . risk for AIDS.
dividual lesbian will have to assess her own
·
ly, the spemt antibodies did not develop. If you are -an intravenous drug user, do ' habits, sex-life, and child-bearing plans for
Black concludes from this experiment that
not share your needles. The practice of shar- any possible risk. If you want more inforvaginal intercourse seems safe, while anal
ing needles is considered very risky.
mation on women-at-risk, contact the AIDS
intercourse is risky . (This conclusion does
If you ever have sex with gay or bisexual Action Committee, 16 Haviland Street,
not console the heterosexual women with. · men, or with IV drug users, you should take · Boston, MA 02115, or the Women'_s AIDS
·AIDS who have not engaged in anal interprecautions not to exchange body fluids, in- Network, c/o San Francisco AIDS Foundaeluding blood, semen, urine, saliva or feces. tion, 54 Tenth Street, San Francisco, CA
course, nor does it explain why 40% of the
African AIDS cases are among women.)
If you have anal or vaginal intercourse with. 94103-1360. The Gay Health Acti0n ComAgain, lesbians should be asking, "What
gay or bisexual men, use condoms.
mittee, P.O. Box 10723, Portland; ME
does this mean for us?" .
_ When lesbians consider artifical insemina- 04104 also has information on women and
Well, it may mean that just as lesbians
tion to achieve pregnancy, they oftep seek AIDS.

Talk in
Troubled .
Times

Cm1 You·Pass The Safe Sex Test?

...

.

.

'

Safe Sex Protects You and Your Pwtner

Everyone knows that talk is cheap. It's a
· commodity that's readily available to all of
us and in limitless supply. Talk is also
therapeutic; again, as we all know. Nothing
can soothe the way talking can; the simple
SAFE POSSIBLY SAFE UNSAFE
act of telling someone else what's wrong has
O Beina fucked without a condom
I
often been a healing balm to many a worO Fuckina without a condom
.~
. mind. In a community lacking in- .
__
l.._L
--~
- --~
D Beina. fucked with a condom
-~.
..,,.
.
.,
resources,
and yet having a need for them,
--"""
O Fucldno With a ·condom
I I
talk can be a useful tool.
O Gettina sucked to climax
In February, the Gay Health Action ComI -l
D Gettina sucked - stoooina before climax
mittee (GHAC) identified a need in the gay ·
D Suckina-to climax
community for dealing with people's ques- .
I I
O Suckina - stoooina betore climax
tions and concerns about AIDS. It was sug-·
..
Il
o Masturbation/iackina off
gested that an open forum for people to preIl
D Massaae/huaama/drv kismla
sent their concerns and ask their questions
would be of great benefit. The idea would
O Watersnorts in mouth.
be to use each other for knowledge and supO Watersnorts on unbroken skin
r1
port. Meetings could be held regularly in a
D Rirrunina/sccit
central
location and would be open ·to
o Fistina
anyone
who
wanted to come and talk, share,
D Shanna dildos and sex tovs
and listen.
,
r
1
D Dildos and sex tovs - not shared
So it was that the AIDS Anxiety DiscusI I
D Bodv-to-bodv rubbina (frottaae/trtbadism)
sion Group began. To date, four -meetings
D Semen or wine in mouth or anus
have been held (others ~ re scheduled .for
I I
D Cunnilinaus
May 9 & 23) . Numerous questions ; concerns, issues, fears , ideas, and, most imporD Contact with someone's blood
tant, feelings have been addressed. Topics
D Sharina needles
have included safe sex practices, the HTLVtest, how AIDS has affected people, what
is and what is not known about AIDS, what
is known and what is not about AIDS in
by Richard Steinman
Maine, attitudes about sex, life, and loving,
and personal concerns (like the grandfather
· who wanted to know if he could still hug and
The gay studies course will be offered at develop awareness of and empathy with the . woman ("I'd jump into bed with them!")
kiss his grandchildren if he came down with
the University of Southern Maine during the. way _in which society has heretofore de- · A gay male student presented a scholarly
AIDS). __
Fall Semester, 1985. Entitled "Relating prived almost all of non-gay classmates ·description of gay men at opposite ends of .
There's no question but that AIDS has a
Professionally to Homosexuality,' ' the even the professionals amongst them - of the masculine-feminine continuum, and capprofound impact on all our lives. The AIDS
course is offered once every two years, with opportunities to discuss and learn about the ped off his presentation with a gay male
Anxiety Discussion Group is trying to
Richard Steinman as instructor. The initial
many dimensions of homosexuality.
guest who, before the eyes of the class,
understand what each of us has done and is
registration period concluded last month, but
· Much of the course's textual material has 'transformed himself into the appearance of
doing to face that impact. We don't have any
there will be another registration date on . been written by lesbian/gay authors with a · a most attractive, unstereotypic woman. A .
answers , but no one does. What we do have
August 19. Offered within the University's
well developed consciousness. So, too, the number.of women in the class, both gay and
is the empathy and support stemming from
Department of Social· Welfare, the cour~
films and videotapes employed. Perhaps the straight, were disturbed ·by his need for .
· oµr common bonds and our co~ng
combines a pre-structured syllabus with conhighlight of the course is the presentation of transvestism. From his undefensive
together. Talk isn't much to offer, but it's
siderable latitude for students to propose the projects which students have worked on inresponses all of us learned and by the end
a
start. And sometimes it can be enough.
focus of discussion. Discussion is indeed
divi<lually or in small teams during · the ofthe class the women seemed less troubled.
Find
out. Drop in at the next meeting . (See
plentiful, and one of its major results is the
course of the semester. The topics repeatedThese are but two examples of a
calendar for details.)
·
deepening dialogue between the gay /lesbian
ly delight with their creativity and originali- . multiplicity· of projects which students have
and non-gay students enrolled in the course.
ty . In last year's class, for example, two undertaken during the seven years since the
Volunteers ne~ed for
Substantial trust and empathy develop
heter9sexual students obtained strikingly opcourse was first offered. The possibilitjes
hotline.
Contact Gay Healtti Action
- amongst many of them; between some of posite responses from men interviewed as
seem endless.
·
Committee,
P.O. Box -10723,
them, relationships formed during this
to )low they would react if they came home
For further information telephone
Portland,
ME.
04104 or call
course survive well beyond its completion.
and found their female ·partner in bed with
780-5230.
773-5540 for more information.
It isn't only the non-gay students who a man (storm clouds!) vs . in bed with a

Sex l I,ike To Do-(Or Might Be Talked Into)
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'~Women Tortured _by Agonizing Itch!"

PART TWO
I

Gay He alth

Last month, the physiology of the healthy
vagina was described, along with a discussion of monilia, or yeast infection. This
month: some other forms of vaginitis and
·
methods for preventfon.
Another type ofvaginitis is trichomonas ,
or trich (pronounced "trick") for short, and
it is named after the one-celled protozoan
that causes it. Trich is know for its uncomfortable discharge. Often frothy, the
discharge ranges from white to yellowish to
greenish ; like monilia , the trich discharge
causes itch and irritation of the vulva. Burning with urination may occur; in fact,
trichomonas may infect a woman ' s urethra
and cause a urinary tract ·infection. The
trichomonads , as the protozoans are known,
can be transmitted between women during
sexual activity, if secretions . from one
woman reach her partner's vulva . Bisexual
women should note that although men do not
' feel symptoms, they often carry
trichomonads in the urthra or prostrate, and
so men may infect wo.men during intercourse. The incubation period is about four
to twenty~eight days after co ntact.
Trichomonas can be caught from wet wash
cloths, towels, and sometimes, bed linen
soiled with discharge. Some experts say that
·due to trich's preference for a warm, moist
environment, it can also be transmitted in
whirlpools and other public baths. Also ,
when a rise in the vaginal pH occurs , causing an alkaline environment, trich will
flourish. The causes for the rise in pH are
the same ones previously noted for monilia .
infections: physical and emotional stress, the
use of antibiotics, soaps and bubble baths,
too mucil;douching, and excessive sugar in
the body cells. In terms of diagnosis, the
oval-shaped cells with their four distinctive,
whip-like strands (flagella) are easy to identify by viewing a wet smear of discharge
under the microscope. A speculum exam of
the vagina will often show the cervix to be

coated with discharge and covered with tiny
red spots, giving a strawberry-like appearance. Mild trich may be treated with a
yogurt, vinegar-water, or Lactinex douche.
Lactinex is granulated lactobacilli and is sold
over-the-counter in some drugstores. A
clove of garlic may be used as a suppository .
Be careful to peel the clove without nicking
it; then wrap it in gauze and insert. One
clove every twelve to twenty-four hours for
a week is recommended. A douche of
goldenseal and myrrh tea, or goldenseal
alone, is though to have some effect. Unfortunately, trichomonads are hearty, and if
the infection has become firmly establisl}ed,
herbal and home remedies are of limited
value. A controversial prescription drug ,
generically ·known as metronidazole , is an
effective oral treatment in most cases . It is
also known under brand names such as
Flagyl, Metryl, and Protostat, but generic
is just as good. The dosages vary from one
large amount taken all at once to smaller
amounts taken over several days . The controversy centers on metronidazole's safety
and side effects. It can cause upset stomach,
diarrhea , and headaches, and a tinny taste
in the mouth. Some disputed studies found
it to cause cancer in lab rats . Because it
lowers the white blood cell count, it should
not be used repeatedly in a short period of
time. Alcohol cannot be consumed while
taking metronioazole because it · cause
violent nausea and vomiting. Nonetheless,
it's the treatment of choice for trich infections because it works, and a woman can only take so much discomfort . It is recommended that women who do not have symptoms but show trich on lab tests should be
treated to prevent spreading the infection to
sex partners. Abstinence and the treatment
of partners is also advised.
A third vaginal infection is called gardnerella, so named because of the bacteria
which causes it. Gardnerella is also called

hemophilus, corynebacterium, and bacterial
vaginosis, but no matter what you call it, it's
still an infection. Garnerella produces a ·
foul-smelling , grey, thin, pasty vaginal
discharge . Since gardnerella normally lives
in small , harmless amounts in the vagina,
an infection results when the pH of the
vagina , or the vaginal flora , become imbalanced ; it can also be transferred by
heterosexual intercourse . It is thought that
gardnerella bacteria interact with other
vaginal bacteria to create the actual infection. The incubation period is five to ten
days. Diagnosis is made by viewing
discharge under the microscope, where
" clue cells " - vaginal cells with bacteria
attached - will be seen . Another method of
diagnosis is called a " whiff test" because
mixing a drop of potassium hydroxide and
a drop of discharge will cause a strorig,
distinctive fish odor. Gardnerella can be
seen with a gram stain, or it can be cultured ,
and, like monilia and trich, it can be detected
on a Pap smear. The recommended treatment is metronidazole . Ampilillin is .
sometimes prescribed. Previously mentioned home remedies may be helpful in mild
cases .
Very rarely, vaginitis can be caused by
streptococcus, staphylococcus, and e. coli
(a bacteria of the bowels) . These germs are
not part of the vaginal flora; in order to infect the vagina, they must be introduced
from the external world. Forgotten tampons,
unclean hands or fingernails, dirty dildoes
and other sex toys, wiping from anus forward after going to the bathroom, or inserting anything in the vagina after anal insertion can cause staph, strep, and e. coli infections. These infections are called nonsp~cific vaginitis , and they are diagnosed
when tests for yeast, trich, and gardnerella
are negative in the presence of sy mptoms
like itch, inflammation and discharge. Antibiotics are generally prescribed.

by R.J. Bass

When a woman has vaginitis, she knows
it. An itch is not present without infection,
and the discharge will not have its normal
characteristics. Whether you choose to treat
yourself with home and herbal remedies or
take a prescription medication, you should
see a health professional for an exam and
diagnosis. For one thing, gonorrhea and
chlamydia (another sexually transmitted
disease) should be ruled out. Allergies to
soaps, detergents, fabrics and spermicidl'S
(if you 're using them) should also be di.~qualified. Additionally, all the vaginal infections can co-exist with each other; it's not
unusual to have more than one type of
vaginitis, with the symptoms of one masking the others, which complicates treatment.
Diagnosis by symptoms alone results in a
20-40% error rate . If you are going to have
an infection check-up, don 't use tampons or
douche for twenty-four hours beforehand.
Doing so decreases the amount of discharge ,
which is necessary for diagnosis . Joanne
Ostergard , an OB-GYN Nurse Practitioner
in Rockland, advises that a woman should
not douche more than a few days in a row ;
if the symptoms don ' t subside quickly ,
prescription treatments are recqmmended.
A few commonsense precautions will prevent vaginal infections for most women .
Don 't douche, don't use deodorized tampons
or feminine hygiene sprays, don't wear synthetic panty hose and underwear. Do make
sure you wipe from front to back, eat a wellbalanced diet , get enough rest, and keep
yourself healthy and relaxed. In terms of
sexual activity, make sure your hands are
clean before love-making, keep vibrators
and sex toys clean, and don't ·put anything
in your vagina after anal insertion. If you
are not familiar with your partner, ask her
if she has any infectio_ns before things get
too hot.
It 's very simple, really : Be good to your
vagina and she '11 be good to you!

OUR BOOKS
an alternative bookstore
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Live Show!!
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under the Hitler Regime.
Mark Dolson is an extremely idealistic
seminary student and is placed under Father
Farley ' s supervision by the monsignor.
Mark's sexual preference is not ascertained
until he is called into conference by the monsignor. Mark, being true to his faith, cannot lie, even though he is strongly urged to
do so by Father Farley. He admits that he
is a bisexual.
I do not know how to judge when a movie
has been well-directed or not. But Glenn
Jordan deserves as much credit for this
superb movie as much as anyone, including
Jack Lemmon. Many movies have gone
down the chute, so to speak, without good
directing and producing.

Movie Review: ''Mass Appeal"
by Jim Merrill
Jack plays Father Farley , a popular priest.
His congregation loves his unorthodox style
towards delivering a sermon which has been
described as resembling a "stand-up
comedian''.
Charles Durning plays the monsignor of
the seminary in which Mark Dolson (Zeljko Ivanek) is enrolled. The monsignor rules
with an iron fist over the "all male"
seminarians 'en route' to the priesthood. The
monsignor resembles a German SS Officer

"Mass Appeal", starring Jack Lemmon,
Charles Durning , Zeljko Ivanek. Directed
by Glenn Jordan. 1 hour 40 minutes . Rated
PG. Drama.
Although focused on drama, " Mass Appeal" is very funny in parts. The movie obviously has to be over dramatized to prove
its point: the Christian Church is not infallible but is made up of human beings who err ,
can realize their faults , and correct them.
The setting is the Catholic Church but it
reflects the Judeo-Christian ethic towards
gay men and particularly, the clergy. I'm
positive that it is consistent with the church's
attitude towards lesbians also but that is not
the subject of this movie. _The topic of
women being priests is also touched upon
during the course of the movie. Whether you
' are an atheist , devr">t Christian or anyone
in between, I guaraHtee that you will enjoy
this film.
Jack Lemmon is at his best; Charles Durning, Zeljko Ivanek are very good. Zeljkcr
Ivanek's acting is not often mentioned but
it should be, afterall it is his activism which
makes the story . But, to be completely
honest, Jack Lemmon makes the movie. His
talents., often proven and ''taken for
granted", draws the crowd. I doubt very
much whether this movie will win any
Oscars; however I believe that Jack Lemmon certainly deserves one.

Out!
continued from page 3
I do not for a moment suggest that my
coming out and being 'blatant' has eased
homophobia in the facility I work in. I do
believe that one has to encourage people to
alter their behavior before they will alter
their thinking. I am . I exist in all my lesbianism and that is a fact to be dealt with .
My coworkers have to maintain a working
relationship with me and it's just easier to
be nice and friendly. There was a time when
someone would mention the word 'queer'
in conversation ("Oh, that's such a queer
uniform' ' ) and all talking would cease for
an imperceptible moment. No one would
meet my eyes. They were so conscious of
not offending that it was offensive. Time has
produced a change in the people I work
with. When the movie "Consentiong Adult"
was aired, we talked about it over supper
and they asked me questions. When Charlie
was murdered and Tolerance Day was
cancelled I talked freely and honestly. They
could not ignore these issues because it's
'not in their backyard.' The fact that I exist, I'm a lesbian, and they know it, puts it
smack in the middle of their backyard. They
don't all have to love me or even like me.
They do have to recognize that we are indeed everywhere and are not to be ignored.
No longer are homosexuals faceless people
to be feared. The people I have worked with
in the last few years will always have my
face to pull into view when the subject
comes up .
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130 St. John Street,
Portland, Maine 04102
(297) 761-1580
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Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Suntia,ys I 2-5
featuring art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,
art nouveau, vintage
clothing, and jewelry

Exclusively at

3 Moulton Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-8809

Pool, Disco, Video,
r+-t-+-++++++-t-+-+- Music & Dancing
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Cards to deligbt
tbe beart and Jeet!

3 ~iNQ Slj<EET, ~ ME.
772-9538:

Hours: Thurs.-Sun. 1 am til dawn
Sunday is Funday with the
Lip Sync Contest
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Ca?adian singer/songwriter Ferron made her third appearance in Maine, performmg before an enthusiastic audience in Orono on April 18.

Gays on TV: ''Silent Pioneers"
Through intimate profiles of eight men
and women , the television program "Silent
Pioneers'' depicts the quiet heroism of men
and women who lived through an era when
homosexuality was not tolerated at all. The
generation portrayed in the film has battled
_\constantly for self-esteem and survival in a
1
straight world .
During the past two decades , record
numbers of gays and lesbians have come out
of the closet, publicly acknowledging their
sexual preference. While this predominantly youthful gay community has achieved
considerable visibility , elderly homosexuals
in America have lived their lives as the silent
. pioneers, quietly paving the way for a
' younger, more vocal generation.
"Silent Pioneers" profiles a male couple
who have been together for 54 years, an

······························ ~·············· ····~,· ··························· ·····

~though her energy in the first set was decidedly low-key compared to her other
-.- Mame appearances, by the second set it rose to match that of _the crowd.
Fer~on was terrific. As always, the power and poetry of her iyrics and music
her wit, and her use of the a~dience as her "back-up percussion section" were reai
,,.. crowd-pleasers.
(BW)
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.
Lun_ch -

Mon. - Fri. 11 :30 am - 2:30 pm

Dinner - Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 pm - 9:30 "pm
Fri. - Sat. 5:30 pm - 10:qo pm
Brunch -

Sat. & Sun. 9:00 am - 2:30 pm

THE
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84-year-old monk-turned-rancher who made
peace with being Catholic and gay, a black
great-grandmother who openly' shares her
lesbianism with her family, a feisty exwaitress from Chicago who first connected
with other lesbians only after her lover of
58 years died in 1978, and members of the
New York organization SAGE (Senior Action in a Gay Environment).
While some gay elders have come out,
most · have lived in an underground subculture . In moving testaments, the men and
women in the film share the pain of selfdiscovery and.the liberating joys of coming
to terms with their sexual preference.
" Silent Pioneers" can be seen on the stations of the Maine Public Broadcasting Network on Sunday , May 12 , at 10:00 p.m. and
on WCBB on the same date at 11 :30 p .m.

Announcements

'

. ·on May 18, the Boston Oay Men's
<:;horus is coming to _Maine. The 50 member
chorus will present a varied musical program at· 8:00 pm in the South Parish C:;ongregational Church, 9 Church St., Augusta.
Members of the Chorus will 1be spending
Saturday night in Augusta following the concert. At this point, we are urgently in need
of housing for the members of the chorus.
If you live in the greater Augpsta area and
might be willing to provide ho~sing, please
call Harold Booth at 623-83.83 or Steve
~reenberg at 622-2332.

i

"Gay Men's Gathering: Exploration and
Celebration" will take place May 24-27
(Memorial Weekend) at the -Rowe Conferenc~ Center in Rowe, Mass . 01367 .
Write or call 413-339-4216 for information.

Gayla VD, a gay men's conference, will be
held at Ferry Beach in Saco , Maine August
10-17. For information: John and Norma
Taylor , Ferry Beach Park Association , 5
Morris Ave., Saco , Maine 04072.
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Lesbi.gay Net\Vork
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, ME
,...
04401.
989-3306
Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
·Bangor, ME 04401

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101 .
Harbor Masters Inc.
· P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Friends and Parents of Gays
. 729-9843 (Brunswick)
Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104

Northen Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888
OUR PAPER
. P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization •
Seacoast Gay Men
Saint John)
P.O. Box 1394
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
Portsmouth, NH 03801 Bates Gay/S!raight Alliance
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9
Bates College
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
·
04240
UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance L ewiston
425 Congress St.
Lesbian/Gay Committee
(G.A.S.P.)
· 1r · d -· G 7St 'ghtAlliance -·- - - ______ PprtlandQ4lOl. __
· :_ --_- ____ _____~-M~~: § _l.l_llp_t~r~~-t · ~ ~-~- ~t~J~ -- --- _ _::~·__:._ _tJMF ---- _:_, ____ .... - ·_:_:__ :~.-.~ - -- s!!d~:~
e~- ~~;~nnes de M~~~~~)
Farmington, Me. 04938
Brunswick 04011
C.P. 7102
USM Women's Forum
Riverview, N.B., Canada
Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
University of Southern Maine
Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
94 Bedford St.
Coalition
Gay Parents Support Group
Portland 04112 .
Portland 04103
P.O. Box 7917
7804085 or 772-4741
Lewiston, Me. 04240
Portland
Maine Lesbian Feminists
Wilde-Stein Club
P.O. Box 125
Memorial Union
Feminist Spiritual Community
Gay People's Alliance
Belfast 04915
University of Maine • Orono
c/o State St. Church
92 Bedford St.
. Orono 04469
·
159 State St.
!lortland 04102
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
Portland 04101
7804085
P.O. Box 108
WebWork
. Yarmouth, ME. 04096
Box 131-D
Free To Be Group
Greater Bangor NOW
Calais 04619
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 8026
P.O. Box 215
Bangor, Me. 04401
Augu_sta, Me. 04330
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Meetings
SUNDAYS

Bangor'Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays, 7:30 - 9:30,
Unitarian Church, 126 Union St., Bangor

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
·o f the month - b'\lsiness meeting, 1:00 ·
The Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
pm, followed by a potluck.
meets Monday evenings at 7 :00 at the USM
Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00 Student Union, 92 Bedford St., Portland.
pm, South Bangor Lounge, second t1oor, For further information call 780-4085 or
Memorial Union, Univ. of Maine, 772-4741.
Orono. ,
Lesbian Support/Discussion TUESDAYS
Group: Tired of the bar scene? Come to
a meeting, 6-8 PM at 92 Bedford St., Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth TuesU.S.M. All women in the community day of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.
welcome. Sponsored by Women's Forum
and GPA.
Alcoholics Anonymous - - Gays · in
Sobriety · - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
MONDAYS
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Feminist Spiritual Community - every · Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays second Tuesday of each month, 7:30,
C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St. Brunswick, call 729-9843 .
(second floor), Lewiston.
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9 -Our Paper staff meeting - -every Tuesp.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays). day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Unitarian u ·niversalist Church, 292 State Portland. New members are welcome.
St. , Portsmouth, NH.(side door basement),
call Mark 207-646-2748.

WEDNESDAYS

FRIDAYS

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesday of the month
Fredericton, N.B., Canada
THURSDAYS

"Free To Bee" Gay/Lesbian Alcoholic&
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30,
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
1',ugusta.

Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous -

Gay People's Alliance - even'. Friday, 7
pm, "92 Bedford St.-;- Portland - open
meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H.

eyery l l l ~ u s s i o n meetingat8 -

pm, Unitarian
Bangor.

Church, Main St.,

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous~
every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425,Congress St., Portland.
CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME ., Farmington
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of
the month , Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info. ·

SATURDAYS
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck, meeting, and dance
beginning at 6 pm. Unitarian Church, Main
St.
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Satur·
day, 8 pm, First Parish Unitarian
· Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.
Free To Be _Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lewiston.

Calendar,------------------

Thursday, May 1
Women Outdoors meeting and potluck for
women over 45 , call 775-4366.
Friday, "May 3
Gay People's Alliance, speaker from Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Coalition, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, 7 :00.
Saturday, May 4
Women 's Dance, · 54 Cumberland St.,
Brunswick, 9-12 , benefit Women's Legal
Defense Committee.
Sunday, May 5
Women Outdoors hike in Grafton Notch.
Call 774-4044.
Potluck for Lesbian/Support Discussion
. Group, 92 Bedford St. , USM , Portland.
Thursday, May 9
AIDS Discussion Group, Our Books, 4
Pine St., Portland, 7:00.

Friday, May 10
Fred Smith and Donald Catalona at Gay·
People's Alliance, first half is discussion on
preventing and treating STDs among gay
youth, second half will be a presentation by
Mr: Catalona, president of Coming Home,
the gay hospice in San Francisco, 7 to 9:30,
92 Bedford St., Portland.
Wednesday, May 14
Brunswick Chapter of National Federation
of Parents and Friends of Gays meets. Call
623-2349.
.
Friday, May 17
GPA meeting cancelled - "Mr. James
Dean" .at Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM,
Portland " Dean" also next two weekends.
Friday, May 17-Sunday, May 19
Women Outdoors Weekend Bike Trip in
Acadia, call 766-2425 .
Symposium at USM.
Mainely Men weekend.

Saturday, May 18
Boston Gay Men's Chorus in Augusta.
. Sunday, May 19
Boston Gay Men's Chorus; First Parish:
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland, 3:00:
MLGP A meeting at Symposium in
Portland.
·
"Improper Conduct" at the Movies
through May 21st. Discussion today at 5:00
between showings.
Lesbian Suppo'r t/Discussion Group
.cancelled for Symposium.
Wednesday, May 22
Women Outdoors bike repair workshop
and meeting, call 774-4044 .
Saturday, May 25
Boogie Bash dance jam, 155 Brackett St.
(People's Building) in Portland, (9:30 to
12:30) $2:
Dance to benefit Take Back The Night,
Friends Meeting House, 1837 Forest Ave.,
Portland, 9 to 12.
·

Sunday, May 26
Lesbian Support/Discussion Group
cancelled' for Memorial Day .
Friday, May 31
· ·
1
Ginny LaCrow at Gay People's Alliance,
92 Bedford St. , Portland.
Saturday, June 1
Take Back-The Night in Portland.

l
J
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·

"-Incest: It' s All Relative" , a dance/nar- _
rative by Karin Spitfire, Hancock County' I
~uditorium, Ellsworth, 8:00 pm, donation.
-~ ,
1·_
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YOU
KNOW
THAT
DISCRIMINATION
IS
BUT DID YOU KNOW
THAT

IT IS l\TOT ILLEGAL?

How would you like it if you were suddenly told...
" Gee I'm sorry, but...you're f1red.
.
"
.

.

"

"

I don't care. I won't authorize this loan.
"This apartment is no longer for rent."
" rm sorry, there are no vacancies in this hotel for you. ff

Legislation.

Courage.

Facts.

The Maine Legislature is presently consider ing an Act t o include t he
term "sexual orientation'; in t he
Maine Human Rights Act that will
give all people equ al protection
u nder the law in matters of housing, em ploym ent , credit and public
accommodations. These are rights
not presen tly available t o gay m en
a nd women in Maine.

Taking a stand for people you
don't agree with or understand
talrns courage. It wasn't pop·u lar to
live in Europe and support the
Jewish faith in 1940. Befriending
a black in the Sout h was a r isk in
1961. And in 1954, saying th at
Senator Joseph McCarthy was
tamper ing with our Freedom of
Speech was un-American .
Well today, supporting basic
rights for gay men and wom en takes
courage. But that 's nothing new for
Maine people. Maine people are fair.
Maine people have courage.

Fact : Ninety percent of all sexual
crimes against children are
perpetrated by "straight"
m en against young girls and
two-thir ds of such crimes occur at h om e.
Fact: This bill does n ot create
em ployment quotas.
Fact : Withou t this law, nearly 10%
of Maine's citizens can legally be refused employment,
credit, housing or public accommodations because they
are gay.

LJS:t OF MEMBERS ll2 th LEGISLA:tURE
H OUSE
SENATE
President, Charles P. Pray. Penobscot The Speaker. J o hn L . Martin , Eagle Lake
Fred er ick F. Soucy, Kittery
Paul E . Violette, Aroostook
Nell Rolde. York
James A . McBreaJ.rt:y, Aroostook
Orland G. McPherson , Eliot
Mioha.el E . Car penter, Aroos took
Wesley Farnum , South Berw ick
Charles M. W6bster , Franklin
E leanor M . Murphy, Be rwick'.
Mich ael D. Pearson, Penobscot
Alberta M . Wentworth , Wells
Larry M . Brown, Washington
Thomas W. Murphy, Jr.. Kennebunk
Edgar E. Erwin , Oxford
H . Stedman Seavey. J r ., Kennebun k port.
J erome A. Einel'Son , Penobscot
Vinton T. R1dley, Shapleigh
John E . Baldacci, Penobscot
Mona Walker Hale, Sanford ·
Mary-Ellen Maybury, Penobscot
No rman R. Paul, Sanford
Thomas R . Perkins, Hancock
Ada K . Brown , Gorha m
Arthur G. Descoteaux , Biddeford
Zachary Matthews, Kennebec
Gary C. Cooper, Windham
.Roland A . Rioux , Biddeford
Melvin Shute, Waldo
Robert G. Dillenback , Cumberland
Norman O. Ra.cine; Biddeford
R. Dona.Id Twit.chell, Oxford
Allan L . Bonney, Falmouth
Wil11s A. Lord, Waterboro
Georgette B. Berube, Androscoggin
Judith C. Foss, Yarmout h
Kerry E. Kim b all, Buxton
Jam es Mitchell, Freepo rt
Judy C. Kany, Kenn ebec
John Mcsween ey, Old Orch ard Beach
Charlene B. Rydell , Br uns wick
Charles 0 . Dow , Kenhebec
l
Guy R. Nadea u . Saco
Ch arles R. Priest, Brunsw1ck_
Beverly Miner Bustin, Kennebec
Daniel R. Warren, Scarborough
Don n ell P. Carroll . Gray
Ch arlotte Z. Sewa.11 , Lincoln
Linwood M . Higgins, Scarbo rough
P. Kelley Simpson , Ca.sco
J ean B, Chalmers, Knox
Mar,f Clark Webster, Cape Elizabeth
Phlllp C. Jackson, H&rl'ison
Richard L. Trafton , Androscoggin
Earl
G.
Nicholson,
South
Po~jand
Ernest
Clifford Greenlaw. Stan dish
N . Paul Gauvreau , Androscoggin
Edward J . Kane, Sout h Portland
William F. Lawrence. Parsonfleld
Courtney E . Stover, Sagadahoc
Harold M . Macomber, South Port.lan d Jeffery N . Mills, Bethel
H"Jnry W. Black , Cumberland
Edith S. Beaulieu, Portland
Joseph G. Walker, Norway
Nancy Randall Clark, Cumberland
Laurence E . Connolly, Jr., Portland
Susan J . Bell, Paris
G. William Diamond, Cumberland
Harlan R. Baker, Portland
Francis J . Perry, Mexico
Ronald Usher, Cu mberland
Merle Nelson , Portla nd
Phyllis R. Erwin, Rumford
Mary Najarian, Cumber land
Peter J . Manning, Portland
Rich ard W. Arms trong, Wilton
Thomas A. Andrews. Cumberla nd
Joseph C. Brannigan, Portland
Edward L . Dexter, Kingfield
Peter W. Danton , York
H. Cr e.lg Higgins. Portland
Gwilym R. Roberts, Farm1ngton
Barbara A. Gill, Cumberland
Annette
M
.
Hoglu
nd
,
Portla.nd
Richard E . McCollist.er, canton
J ohn L. Tuttle, Jr., York
Wllliam B. O'Gara, Westbrook
Darryl N . Brown , Liver m ore Falls
Dennis L. Dutremble, York
J . Robert Carrier, Westbrook
Roy I. :P tckerson , Turner
Walter Hichens, York
Gerald A. Hillock , Gorham
Daniel J . ~ahan. Meche.Ilic Falls

Telly.our~
Legislator.

_,

Donald V. Carter, Winslow
Ha r la nd W. Bragg. Sidney
Donald F. Sproul. Augusta
Partic k E Paradis. Augus ta
Daniel B. Hickey, August.a.
Polly Reeves, Pittston
J ean T. Dellert, Gardtner
Norm an E . Weymouth. West Gardiner
Lela n d C. Davis . J r., Monmouth
J o hn P. Daggett, Manchester
Elaine Lacroix , Oa.k.Jand
Paul F. Jacques. Waterville
Alfred L. Brodeur, Auburn
Ruth Joseph , Waterville
Constance D. Cote. Auburn
Dan A. Gwadosky, Fairfield
John Michael, Au burn
M1chael F. Hepburn. Skowhegan
J ohn Telow. Lewiston
Patrick K . McGowan, Cana.an
J o hn A. Aliberti, Lewiston
Alexander Richard , Madison
Bradford E . Boutilier, Lewiston
Dorothy A. Rotondi, Athens
Gregory G . Na deau, Lewiston
Du ane Richard Lander, Greenville
Ja.mes R. Hand y, Lewiston
John E . Masterman . Milo
Roger M . Poulio t , Lewiston
Stephen J . La.w, Dover-Foxcroft
M_a.rtin S. Hayden. Durham
West.on R. Sherburne. Dexter
John Jalbert, Lisbon
Albert G. Stevens, Sabattus
Robert J . Tardy, Palmyra
Dana. P. Steven son , Un ity
Lorraine N . Chonko, Topsham
Walter E . Whitcomb, Waldo
Pamela Lee C&hill, Woolwich
Mary E . Sm a ll , Bath
Lloyd G. Drinkwater. Belfast
Nathaniel J . Crowley, Sr ., Stockton Springs
James Reed Coles, Harpswell
Ralph M . Willey, Hampden
Muriel D. H olloway, Ecigecom b
Rufus E . Stetson , dr., Damariscotta Donald A. St.rout. Corinth
Catharine Koch Lebowitz , Bangor
Jeanne F. Begley, Waldoboro
Thomas A. Duffy, Bangor
Joseph W. Ma.yo, Thomaston
Patricia Stevens, Ban gor
Guy G. Scarpino, St. George
Rober t E . Murray, J r ., Bangor
Rita B. Melendy, Rockland
John N. Diamond. Bangor
Priscilla G. Taylor, Camden
Richard P. Ruhlin, Brewer
Ca.rot Allen , Washington
Alan L. Baker , Orrington
Pa.ul Parent , Ben ton

Da.na S. Swa.zey, Buckspor t
Sally R. Rice, Stonington
Stephen M . Zirnkllton, Mo unt DeserL
Roland S. Salsbury. Jr.. Bar Harbor
Maynard G. Connors. Frank li n
Ruth S. Foster, E llswo rth
Eugene Joseph Parad is, Old Town
Stephen M . Bost. Orono
John C. Bott , Orono
J o hn A . Cashman , Old 'Ibw n
Clyde A. H tchborn , LaGrange
Betty J . Harper, Linco ln
Michael H. Michaud. East Millinocket
Her bert E. Clark . Millinocket
Edwin C. Randall . East Ms.ch1as
Harry L . Vose, Eastport
Antonio J . Tammaro. Baileyville
Fred W. Mo holland, Princeton
Carl B. Sm1th, Is land Fa.Us
Ge nnette M . Ingraham , Houlton
Mary H . MacBride, Presq ue Is le
J ohn Lisnik , Presque Isle
Carl W. Smith, Sr.. Ma.rs Hill
Susan J . Pines, Limestone
Kenne th L. Matthews. Caribou
St.even E . Crouse. Caribou
Hilda C. Martin, Van Bu ren
Edward A. McHenry, Madawas k a.
Raynold Theriau lt, For t Kent
Ind ia n Rep resen tative l
Priscilla A. Attean , Peno bscot. Natio n
Indian Representative 2
Wayne A. Newell. Passamaquoddy Tribe

